
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Notes From Mrs. Sanders:
If you need to change your child’s transportation, please send 

a note.  Mrs. Cheryl will call to verify the change.   If you must 

call and make a transportation change, you must do so before 

2:00.  

 

Please make sure you are continuing with sight words.  

All students should have mastered the first 100 before 

Christmas Break.  Also study addition and subtraction 

facts 0 to 10. (You can definitely go higher).   

Unit 3:   Operations and Algebraic Thinking 
Students will: 

 Explore, understand, and apply the commutative 
and associative properties as strategies for 
solving addition problems.  

 Share, discuss, and compare strategies as a class. 

Connect counting on to solving subtraction 
problems. For the problem “15 – 7 = ?” they think 
about the number they have to count on from 7 to 
get to 15.  

 Work with sums and differences less than or 
equal to 20 using the numbers 0 to 20.  

Identify and then apply a pattern or structure in 
mathematics. For example, pose a string of 
addition and subtraction problems involving the 
same three numbers chosen from the numbers 0 
to 20, such as 4 + 13 = 17 and 13 + 4 = 17.  

Analyze number patterns and create conjectures 
or guesses.  

Choose other combinations of three numbers and 
explore to see if the patterns work for all 
numbers 0 to 20.  

 Understand that addition and subtraction are 
related and that subtraction can be used to solv
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Mrs. Sanders’ 1st
 Grade

Reading
Weekly Story:  A Cupcake Party

Read A-loud:  Fantasy Stories/
Focus SkillsFocus SkillsFocus SkillsFocus Skills: Elements of story
a story/Sequence of Events
How do we identify the most important 
information in a story? 
Standards:   
RL1: Ask and answer question about key details in 
a text. 
RL2: Retell stories, including key details, and 
demonstrate understanding of
message or lesson 
RI1:  Ask and answer questions about key details in 
a text 

Vocabulary WordsVocabulary WordsVocabulary WordsVocabulary Words
    

1. forest-  a place with lots of trees

2. enemies-people and animals that 

can bring harm to others

3. hibernate- sleeping for the winter

4. must- you have to do it

5. pouches- pockets for holding or 

carrying things 

6. predators- animals that other 

animals hunt for food

: 
If you need to change your child’s transportation, please send 

a note.  Mrs. Cheryl will call to verify the change.   If you must 

do so before 

Please make sure you are continuing with sight words.  

l students should have mastered the first 100 before 

Christmas Break.  Also study addition and subtraction 

Operations and Algebraic Thinking   

Explore, understand, and apply the commutative 

Share, discuss, and compare strategies as a class.  

they think 
about the number they have to count on from 7 to 

Work with sums and differences less than or 

Identify and then apply a pattern or structure in 

on and subtraction problems involving the 
same three numbers chosen from the numbers 0 

Analyze number patterns and create conjectures 

Choose other combinations of three numbers and 
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*Please cut out and return to school in weekly folder! 

___ YES, I have read the attached IMPORTANT PARENT INFORMATION.    

Print Parent’s Name:    

Print Student's Name:     

Teacher:       

Word Study 
This week in word study 
we will study the 
diagraph wh. 
 

1. whip 
2. why 
3. whit 
4. whiz 
5. which 

 

 

 

ELA/Writing 
Focus: Focus: Focus: Focus: Punctuation for sentences.  (?,.,!) 
Question Mark ?  
Period .  
Exclamation Mark !  
Sentences/Fragments 
Types of sentencesTypes of sentencesTypes of sentencesTypes of sentences:  Interrogative, Imperative, 
Declarative, Exclamatory 
Students will learn about appropriate spacing 
between words and sentences and various 
phonics skills. 
Possessive NouPossessive NouPossessive NouPossessive Nounsnsnsns    
Focus: Focus: Focus: Focus: How to Writing  
Focus WritingFocus WritingFocus WritingFocus Writing:  How to Writing 
Students will be writing narrative stories. 

 

 

 

___ YES, I have read the attached IMPORTANT PARENT INFORMATION.     

   

 

    

 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming Events
 

 
• November 3rd – Fall Festival
 
• November 8th _ Veteran’s Day Program
 
• November 11th – Veteran’s Day/No School

 

 

Science and Social Studies will be taught 4 
weeks each during the 9 weeks.  

This week we will be learning about the 7 
Continents and 4 Oceans in our on 

Geography.

This week in word study 

 

:  Interrogative, Imperative, 

Students will learn about appropriate spacing 

Upcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming EventsUpcoming Events: 

Fall Festival 

_ Veteran’s Day Program 

Veteran’s Day/No School 

 

Science and Social Studies will be taught 4 ½ 
weeks each during the 9 weeks.   

be learning about the 7 
and 4 Oceans in our on 

Geography. 

 

 


